
 

Big Box Stores Are Not 
TOD.  So What Is?  
 
Living in a bedroom community close to the 
Nation’s Capital means that too many 

Charles County residents face grinding 
commutes to work. However, we all live in a 

car-centered society which impacts many 
aspects of our daily lives, not just our 
commutes. 

 
Transit Orientated Development or Design is 

an approach to planning that focuses on 
improving people’s quality of life by taking 

the focus of development away from its car-
orientated tradition.  TOD neighborhoods are 
pedestrian-friendly with a mix of offices, 

shops, restaurants, and residences in 
attractive, walkable areas. They have 

immediate access to parks and walking trails 
and are located within a half-mile of public 
mass transport. 

 
How can TOD improve quality of life?  By 

building better places to live, work, and play 
with higher, more stable property values. 
They have lower traffic congestion due to 

less driving.  Lifestyles are healthier with 
more walking and less stress. Pedestrian-

friendly communities offer more 
opportunities to get to know neighbors, 
resulting in meaningful relationships with 

more people, and a friendlier town with a 
sense of place.   

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
Shops are smaller, more diverse and unique, 

whose owners are small businesses from the 
local area and more involved in community.  

Business communities thrive around mass 
transit hubs and are attracted to them, 
leading to more jobs created within the 

county.  
 

For families, there are additional benefits. 
Children, the elderly, and the poor have 
more freedom in being able to get to jobs, 

recreation, and services without the need for 
a car or someone to drive them.  There are 

more housing options, especially attractive 
to young couples starting out and folks 
downsizing lifestyles for retirement.  

 
Unlike outdated Big Box stores and strip 

malls, whose dominant feature is the 
surrounding parking lot, TOD’s central 
feature, the very heart of its design, is easy 

access to mass transit.  Long stretches of 
parking lot are replaced with green parks, 

tree-lined walking piazzas, and shopping 
arcades. 
 

And speaking of Big Box stores. The 
192,000-plus square foot Waldorf Station 

Walmart is the Penultimate Big Box, covering 
over four acres. Add parking lot and that 
figure climbs to almost twenty acres. The 

site may be labeled as TOD, but this 
sprawling one-story building is the antithesis 

of TOD. 


